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About This Game

In Lost Bros simultaneously control three independent characters as they travel through time to save their kidnapped friend.
Gunman, Shieldman, and Swordman must cooperate with unique abilities to traverse dangerous puzzles and fight monstrous
baddies. Inspired by Blizzard's The Lost Vikings and classic 80s time travel movies like Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure and

Time Bandits. Ultra hard trial and error game play may test your patience.

Various Alternate game modes that help explore the concept of controlling 3
with 1.

Steam achievements.

Speed Run Steam Leaderboards (separate for normal and hard difficulties).

Nine distinct time periods that can be tackled in any order.

Epic boss battles.
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Unique and challenging game play.

Xbox360 controller support (recommended)
  (Xbox One controller works only with the right drivers)

21 homemade audio tracks.

Friendly Fire.

Retro pixel art.

Steep learning curve.

Powered by Unity.

Art, music, programming, and design all done by one person.

Unlockables to increase character power.
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Title: Lost Bros
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Wheat Muffin Games
Publisher:
Wheat Muffin Games
Release Date: 25 Feb, 2016
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This game is a hack and slash fun game with your friends on line even though the game is Early Access very good to play and
have loads of fun enjoable jame with loads of monsters good has some small bugs in the game if you like to have some fun with
your freinds i would recomend this game. EMPORIUM is a very short interactive narrative (30 minutes play) very well crafted.
One thing that made me buy this game was the art direction, with good lightning, colors and composition work. I really enjoyed
the camera moves and walking through spaces (or running, otherwise some areas take forever), which some remember a few of
Monument Valley. Oh, and the atmosphere created is very good with a good help from sound effects (I even got one little
jumpscare haha).

Now about the narrative. The story with no doubt is dark. Talks about suicide, parenting going wrong, difficult childhood. And
the storyline is not given ready in your hands, making you think for some time after playing to connect the elements and think
about characters and events.
But I don't think it's totally compelling and empathic. Maybe these elements seem a bit far one of another, or there's no big
significant event during the journey to keep me interested. The repetition thing of the start is something I still didn't get and
made me a bit impatient, and the dialogues seemed too vague. I don't know, that's the impression I've got.

But I really recommend the game. For it's price and play time, it's worth it to enjoy some story. I don't know if the dev has other
works, but I really hope to see more from him, as seen from EMPORIUM, he has good potencial (:. All windowed resolutions
are the same - whether I choose 640x480 or 1920x1080, it takes half my screen. I'll go back to my non-official version of
HoMM3 since it's better than the one the publishers have put on Steam. Such a shame for this licence to be drowning in a
puddle of sh!t.. i love this game. sadly, there is no guide on how to use it, and ocntrols are a bit odd. As a matter of fact, my
keyboard wont even work with this game. It's almost as if it's a video.... TLDR; This is already is a pretty good game with a
LOT of potential, that needs a bit more content, but worth it in its current form.

Game has around 2-3hrs of story levels, Each being different on its "mechanics", i was expecting at least 2 or 3 levels like the
demo\/1st level (run around in a building saving people and putting out fires) but only the 1st one was like that, after that each
level works different, as in you need to do different things, this kinda screwed with me because some levels you walk until you
reach an "action" point where you cant move, and enemies start coming in waves and you had to take cover within your
designated play area... but then other levels once the "presentation" was over you could teleport and move way more freely
around the VR playspace.

The last level is the best by far imo, the most "campaing like", when it was over i STILL WANTED MORE! that obviously is a
good sign, but it also means it felt unfinished, sure the last mission does feel like a final mission... but id absolutely would have
loved to have at least a couple more "pure" firefighter levels, instead of almost immediately going from fighting fire, to to
fighting the evil cronies of a mad man in a conspiracy that goes to the highest place in the goverment.

The guns feel like 1 use and be done with, way underused. Different types of guns i recall: auto turret that has to be aimed and
reloaded, double barrel balloon shotgun, pump action pistol, automatic reload pistol, the axe and the semiautomatic pistol and
granades. so, a decent ammount of guns, that basically you once on 1 level and never see it again.

There are a few different enemies, like the ones that rush towards you, the ones that shoot missiles from afar, and the ones that
shoot at you, and of course the level bosses.
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If "weapon selection" was a thing, it would be obvious to make each weapon extra effective against a different kind of enemy...
and having the player change them on the fly depending on what wave the game is throwing at you, obviously not forcing the
player to change, but adding extra damage because affinity or something. (i dont get why getting the paper enemies wet with the
gun wouldnt work at least a bit, why it HAD to be with a granade or viceversa)

A couple more indicators would be welcomed, like with the final boss i wish it had an indicator that my bullets where not doing
anything as i spent like 10 minutes avoiding him and shooting him without it doing anything until realizing the "slap attack" was
meant to be kind of a queue for me to slap him... with the axe :\/ so it would trigger his move where i could actually damage
him.

Dialogue is pretty funny (Subtitles should be added!) and i liked all the voices, the 4th wall breaking was great!

I feel the settings had very little to choose from, and of course, there is only Teleport movement, which is a bummer, but being
the kind of game it is, its fine imo. (but having more movement options would be better)

I dont know the "roadmap" for this game, it feels unfinished, BUT it already has a respectable amount of content and it truly
shows potential! I bought it on a 60% off sale, and i feel it was more than an adaquate price! ~3hrs of gameplay, good graphics,
good performance, nice audio (voices music and sounds), funny dialogue and a LOT of potential.

Recommended.
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I'm not going to lie, I love the space simulator genre. The very first space sim that I played was Universal Combat, which my
brother bought on disk from a Ross bargain bin back in 2005. I was ten years old, used to playing Crash Bandicoot and
Earthworm Jim. UC was a whole new experience for me; intricately designed to be the most expansive, in depth space simulator
the world had ever seen up until that point. Was I confused? Lost? Afraid? Yes, of course I was. But I gave the game a chance
because I wanted to experience all that it had to offer. I studied the 100+ page instruction manual nearly religiously, poured over
every section even remotely related to the task at hand.

Were the controls confusing? Initially, yes. But with time and practice, I--even I as a ten year old child--found myself launching
away teams of marines on planetside missions, assaulting enemy bases from orbit, conducting raids on space stations from my
carrier while simultaneously commanding an echelon of fighter craft, fending off a boarding party while systematically shutting
down portions of my ship to prevent their escape and more. Most people pick this game up expecting a fairly easy experience,
thinking that they'll be artificially faster, stronger, and just better than the AI from the get go. My friends, this is not and should
not be the case. Universal Combat is not a hard game, but it is no cakewalk. As long as the player takes the initiative to do their
research and figure out how to play the game, they will be rewarded with a satisfying challenge in an expansive universe in
which no one person is magically superior. Supremecy in the world of UC is earned, period.

When UC was added to Steam a few months back at the generous price of free (!!!), I grew ecstatic. I was eager to revisit a
world that I had previously enjoyed in my youth. Initially, the Steam release was unplayable for me, and so I set it aside to be
revisited at a time when I could enjoy it. With the recent patches, the game runs without crashing on my system, and I fully
intend to spend some quality time with this gem. I purchased this DLC soley to support the improvement of this uniquely epic
title.

Before simply dismissing a game as being rubbish, people should take the time to try to get to know it. If a task is found to be
too difficult, don't just give up and claim the task to be impossible; persist, improve, re-evaluate the situation, and try again until
a winning strategy can be ascertained. Before making accusations of immaturity, people should check their own behaviour and
remember that developers are people too. There is a certain degree of professionalism to be expected, sure, but to expect a
human being to remain cool and collected when they are constantly criticized for the ineptitude of others is borderline insane. If
you have an issue with the game, try to constructively criticize it; don't just say "Well this game is awful and I don't like the
developer," because at that point you aren't doing anything more than whining.

And say whatever you want about Mr. Smart, but the man has made something of himself. He has been very successful over the
years and has had the good fortune to be able to persue his passion and make a living from it. He has raised his children sensibly
and taught them to work towards their goals, not just sit back and leech off of him. Whether or not you agree with his methods
or his demeanor, Derek Smart has lived a life of his choosing, and no matter how many times people try to put him down, he
will always be able to say that he is in control of his own life. How many of us can say the same? How many of us can continue
to press on and try to improve ourselves and shrug off all of the negativity launched at us?

Who gives a toss if you don't like the man; review the game for what it is and don't let personal gripes drive you to be an
immature hothead and trash the game because of the man in charge. While it is very clear that my opinion is in the minority, I
have nothing but high hopes for what Mr. Smart will achieve with UC in the months to come and I hope that more people can at
least give his game a chance before hopping on the Hate Train.

Or maybe I'm just a crazy fanboy suffering from nostalgia overload and upset that a great man is being shunned by the masses
for being a real person and not some PR spewing puppet.

More info on Derek Smart can be found here in this interview with him. Love him or hate him, he will continue to do what he
does, and if we don't make room for him, he'll make his own way. Thanks for reading.. Best music pack to date, more like this
will be welcome. Adds right atmospheric nature to christian rulers.. pretty good game. Pretty fun small game. I can't believe so
many people (including me) fell into this scam. I just found out today that it had been cancelled, because I haven't played the
game in almost a year. The only reason I even bought it is because it looked like it had massive amounts of potential and they
talked about some really promising updates in the videos. It's pretty damn sad, Linden Labs. You use a crappy game to fund
your projects and then abandon it and just cut it off completely. And honestly, for the game being as crappy as it is, it's so much
better than SecondLife. You should have discontinued that instead and updated this. Or you could've just told us you were using
this to fund some projects and people would've been way less♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ And I hope you realize that this stunt of yours
probably caused a boycott and your ''upcoming next-gen virtual world'' is gonna go down hard. And I hope it does. Í hope it
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crashes and burns, along with your company.. What appears to be a simple sports arcade game eventually gives way to a deep
complex multiplayer experience that is a blast to play with friends on the same screen. This is a fantastic game.. One of the
better Worms themed games. I hesitated to try first as I read other reviews, but it's not as bad as they say. It's quite ok for 1998
Pinball game, grafix are comic style and gameplay is the usual pinball. Keyboard works fine, no problems to get everything
working out-of-the-box. Shifts use flipper as usual etc.. Only downside is that this is only 1 table, maybe woth 2 bucks if you
like pinball games.. On top of all the previous complaints, the game's optimization is abyssmal. I'm running a very high end PC,
and at I have to wait a good 10 minutes on a white screen on startup. Secondly, the game lags a LOT. Map scrolling is terrible,
the UI is awful. This game is undoubtedly not worth the pricetag. The other users could not have stated it better. The mini-
games are just bad. I mean one of them is literally just "Smash every key til you get it right", but unfortunately, the game has a
major chance to crash. The other is some scrolling key press, which seems timed, but sometimes is just random as hell. I
thoroughly regret this purchase.. A really nice and simple game! :D. AWESOME GAME!!! NASCAR Heat Evolution in the
next sale...go for the sales, they are a true bargain!
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